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Abstract
Real-world problems often involve the optimization of several objectives under multiple
constraints. Furthermore, we may not have an expression for each objective or constraint; they
may be expensive to evaluate; and the evaluations can be noisy. These functions are referred to
as black-boxes. Bayesian optimization (BO) can efficiently solve the problems described. For
this, BO iteratively fits a model to the observations of each black-box. The models are then
used to choose where to evaluate the black-boxes next, with the goal of solving the optimization
problem in a few iterations. In particular, they guide the search for the problem’s solution,
and avoid evaluations in regions of little expected utility. A limitation, however, is that current
BO methods for these problems choose a point at a time at which to evaluate the black-boxes.
If the expensive evaluations can be carried out in parallel (as when a cluster of computers
is available), this results in a waste of resources. Here, we introduce PPESMOC, Parallel
Predictive Entropy Search for Multi-objective Optimization with Constraints, a BO strategy
for solving the problems described. PPESMOC selects, at each iteration, a batch of input
locations at which to evaluate the black-boxes, in parallel, to maximally reduce the entropy
of the problem’s solution. To our knowledge, this is the first batch method for constrained
multi-objective BO. We present empirical evidence in the form of synthetic, benchmark and
real-world experiments that illustrate the effectiveness of PPESMOC.
1 Introduction
Many real-world applications involve the simultaneous optimization of a set of conflicting objectives
under several constraints in an input space. Often, the objectives and constraints are described as
black-boxes. That is, they have no analytic expression. We can only evaluate them by following an
expensive procedure (in terms of computational time or other resources) and we have no access to,
e.g., gradient information. Furthermore, the evaluations may be contaminated with additive noise,
which means that two evaluations at the same input location may result in different values.
For example, the task of adjusting the parameters of the control system of a robot has the
features just introduced Ariizumi et al. (2014). In this case, we may be interested in maximizing,
e.g., locomotion speed and minimizing energy consumption, under the constraint that the angles
of the joints in the legs of the robot do not exceed a particular critical value Garrido-Mercha´n &
Herna´ndez-Lobato (2019). Similarly, we may be interested in that the amount of weight placed on
one leg is below a specific value. These objectives and constraints have the characteristics described.
Namely, their evaluation may involve a computationally expensive simulation or doing a time
consuming experiment with the robot. Furthermore, there is no analytical expression to describe
the output of the simulation nor the experiment, and the results can be different depending on the
environmental conditions.
Another example of a problem with the features described before includes the task of finding
the optimal architecture and training parameters of a deep neural network for solving an object
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recognition task. In this case, we may be interested in minimizing the prediction error and also the
prediction time. We may also be interested in placing that neural network on a mobile device, as a
hardware chip. Therefore, we may enforce that the energy consumption of the chip or its area is
below a critical value Garrido-Mercha´n & Herna´ndez-Lobato (2019). Again, these objectives and
constraints do not have an analytical expression and they may be expensive to evaluate, as they
may require training the neural network or carrying out a time consuming simulation. Furthermore,
the prediction error of the network can be different depending on the initial values used for the
weights.
More formally, here we are interested in solving the following problem:
min
x∈X
f1(x), . . . , fK(x) s.t. c1(x) ≥ 0, . . . , cJ(x) ≥ 0 , (1)
where X is the domain of each objective fk(·) and constraint cj(·) and F ⊂ X is the feasible space.
Namely, ∀x ∈ F , c1(x) ≥ 0, . . . , cJ (x) ≥ 0. Without loss of generality we assume minimization and
non-negative constraints. We also assume that each fk(·) and cj(·) is a black-box. Let d denote
the input dimensionality.
Often, the objectives are conflictive and there is no single minimizer x of all objectives. For
example, maximizing locomotion speed is probably leading to a big energy consumption, in the
robot’s example. Similarly, in the case of the neural network, minimizing the prediction error
is expected to require more hidden layers or units, leading to an increase of the prediction time.
Therefore, the goal is to find a set of optimal points known as the Pareto set in the feasible space.
This set of points will indicate the best feasible trade-off one can obtain across all the objectives
and is considered the solution of the optimization problem Garrido-Mercha´n & Herna´ndez-Lobato
(2019). We define that the point x dominates the point x′ if fk(x) ≤ fk(x′) ∀k, with at least
one inequality being strict. The Pareto set X ? of non-dominated points in F , is defined as:
∀x? ∈ X ? ⊂ F ,∀x ∈ F ∃k s.t. fk(x?) < fk(x). That is, a point x? ∈ X ? cannot be improved
in one objective without deteriorating, at least, another objective. Given X ?, a final user may then
choose a point from this set according to their preferences, e.g., prediction error vs. prediction
time.
Bayesian optimization (BO) methods can be used to find an approximate solution to the
problems described with a small number of evaluations of the black-boxes Brochu et al. (2010);
Shahriari et al. (2015). Assuming that the black-boxes are smooth, BO methods fit a probabilistic
model to each one. This model is often a Gaussian process (GP) Rasmussen & Williams (2006). A
GP provides a predictive distribution for the potential values of each black-box function at each
input point. Using this information, BO methods build an acquisition function whose value at
each input location measures the expected utility of doing an evaluation there. Critically, this
acquisition function can be maximized with little computational cost. It only depends on the
GPs and not on the actual black-boxes. Therefore, BO methods, at each iteration, maximize the
acquisition function to determine the location at which the black-boxes should be evaluated next.
After this, the GPs are updated with the new data and the process is repeated. When enough data
have been collected, the GPs can be optimized to find an approximate solution to the problem.
This is how current methods for multi-objective Bayesian optimization work Garrido-Mercha´n &
Herna´ndez-Lobato (2019); Fe´liot et al. (2017). The key point is that the GPs guide the search in
an intelligent way, avoiding the evaluation of locations of little expected utility. If the black-boxes
are expensive to evaluate, these extra steps save a lot of computational time or resources.
A limitation, however, is that BO methods for constrained multi-objective optimization choose
a point at a time at which to evaluate the black-boxes. Assume that a cluster of computers or some
other resource is available to perform the evaluation of the black-boxes at several points in parallel.
If only a single point is evaluated each time, this results in a a waste of resources and leads to
sub-optimal optimization results. The problem described can be solved by using BO methods that
suggest not only a single point at which to evaluate the black-boxes, but a batch or collection of
points of adjustable size Azimi et al. (2012); Bergstra et al. (2011); Gonza´lez et al. (2016); Shah
& Ghahramani (2015).
As far as we know, no parallel BO method has been proposed to deal with the optimization
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of multiple objectives under several constraints. Only sequential methods exist. Therefore, the
literature about BO is missing important methods to address BO problems with the characteristics
described. In this work, we propose a BO method that can precisely address the problems described
and can suggest, at each iteration, a batch of points at which to evaluate all the black-boxes in
parallel. The method proposed is based on an extension of previous methods for batch unconstrained
single-objective BO Garrido-Mercha´n & Herna´ndez-Lobato (2019), and for sequential constrained
multi-objective BO Shah & Ghahramani (2015). More precisely, the acquisition function that
we consider receives as an input a batch of candidate input locations at which to perform the
evaluation of the black-boxes in parallel and estimates the expected reduction in the entropy of
the solution of the optimization problem. Namely, the Pareto set in the feasible space X ?. This
approach is known as entropy search Herna´ndez-Lobato et al. (2014); Hennig & Schuler (2012).
Intuitively, if the entropy of X ? is small, we are close to solving the problem. Conversely, if the
entropy of X ? is big, we are unsure about the solution of the problem. We refer to the proposed
approach as parallel predictive entropy search for multi-objective optimization with constraints
(PPESMOC).
We have carried out extensive experiments to evaluate the performance of PPESMOC in
synthetic, benchmark and real-world optimization problems. Furthermore, we have compared
results with a base-line which chooses the points to evaluate at random and with a simple method
that applies iteratively a sequential BO method for constrained multi-objective BO (as many times
as the batch size). This last method introduces virtual observations (fantasies) to avoid choosing
many times the same point. The results show that PPESMOC performs better than a random
search strategy and similarly or better than sequential base-lines. The advantage of the proposed
approach is, however, that its cost scales much better with respect to the batch size than the
sequential base-lines.
The rest of the paper goes as follows: Section 2 introduces the proposed method for batch BO,
PPESMOC. Section 3 describes important related work. Section 4 illustrates the performance
of PPESMOC on several synthetic, benchmark and real-world experiments. Finally, 5 gives the
conclusions of the paper.
2 PPES for Constrained Multi-objective Optimization
Consider N observations D = {(xi,yi)}Ni=1, of the black-boxes obtained so far, where yi is a vector
with the evaluations associated to xi. We define XN+1 = {x1, . . . ,xB} as the batch of B points
where the black-boxes should be evaluated at the next iteration. Here, we describe how PPESMOC
can be used to identify such a batch of points by maximizing an acquisition function.
2.1 Modeling the Black-boxes Using Gaussian Processes
We model each objective fk(·) and constraint cj(·) using a Gaussian process (GP) Rasmussen
& Williams (2006). We assume independent GPs for each black-box function, objective or
constraint. Consider the observations of a particular black-box function {(xi, yi)}Ni=1, where
yi = f(xi) + i, with f(·) the black-box function and i some Gaussian noise. A GP gives a
distribution for the potential values of f(·) at a new set of input points X? = (x?1, . . . ,x?B)T of
size B. Let f? = (f(x?1), . . . , f(x
?
B))
T. The predictive distribution for f? is Gaussian. p(f?|y) =
N (f?|m(X?),V(X?)), where y = (y1, . . . , yN )T and the mean and covariances are, respectively:
m(X?) = KT? (K + σ
2I)−1y , V(X?) = K?,? −KT? (K + σ2I)−1K? . (2)
In (2) σ2 is the variance of the Gaussian noise; K? is a N ×B matrix with the prior covariances
between f? and each f(xi); and K is a N ×N matrix with the prior covariances among each f(xi).
That is Kij = k(xi,xj), for some covariance function k(·, ·). Finally, K?,? is a B ×B matrix with
the prior covariances for each entry in f?. See Rasmussen & Williams (2006) for further details.
In practice, a GP has a set of hyper-parameters, θ, that need adjustment. These include σ2,
and any potential hyper-parameter of the covariance function k(·, ·). E.g., the amplitude and the
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length-scales. An approach that has shown good results in the context of BO is to compute an
approximate posterior distribution for them using slice sampling Snoek et al. (2012). The previous
predictive distribution is then simply averaged over the generated samples of the hyper-parameters.
2.2 Specification of the Acquisition Function
We choose XN+1 as the batch of points that maximizes the expected reduction in the entropy of
the Pareto set in the feasible space, X ?. This is a popular strategy that has shown good empirical
results in other optimization settings Herna´ndez-Lobato et al. (2014, 2016); Garrido-Mercha´n &
Herna´ndez-Lobato (2019); Shah & Ghahramani (2015). Therefore, the PPESMOC acquisition
function, α(·), is:
α(X) = H[p(X ∗|D)]− Ep(Y|D,X)[H[p(X ∗|D ∪ (X,Y)]] , (3)
where X is the candidate batch of B points at which to evaluate the black-boxes; Y is a matrix
with the set of B noisy evaluations associated to X, for each black-box function; H[p(x)] =
− ∫ p(x) log p(x)dx is the differential entropy of the distribution p(x); the expectation is with
respect to the posterior predictive distribution of Y at the candidate batch X, given the data
we have observed so far, D; finally, p(X ∗|D) is the probability distribution of potential Pareto
sets X ? given the data we have observed so far D. The distribution p(Y|D,X), is given by
the product of the predictive distributions of each GP, as indicated in (2), for each black-box
function (the level of Gaussian noise, Iσ2, has to be added to each covariance matrix). Namely,
p(Y|D,X) = ∏Kk=1 p(yok|D,X)∏Jj=1 p(ycj |D,X), where yok and ycj are B-dimensional vectors with
the potential observations of each black-box function, objective or constraint, for each point in the
batch X. Recall that an independent GP is modeling each black-box function.
Note that (3) involves the entropy of X ? which can be very difficult to compute. To simplify
the computation of the acquisition function, we perform a simple trick Herna´ndez-Lobato et al.
(2014); Garrido-Mercha´n & Herna´ndez-Lobato (2019). For this, we observe that (3) is the
mutual information between X ? and Y, I(X ?,Y). Since the mutual information is symmetric, i.e.,
I(X ?,Y) = I(Y,X ?), we swap the roles of X ? and Y obtaining:
α(X) = H[p(Y|D,X)]− Ep(X?|D)[H[p(Y|D,X,X ?)]], (4)
where p(Y|D,X,X ?) is the predictive distribution for the values of the black-boxes at X, given
the observed data D, and given that the solution of the optimization problem, i.e., the Pareto set
in the feasible space, is given by X ?. Furthermore, the expectation is with respect to p(X ?|D).
Namely, the posterior distribution of X ? given the data we have observed so far D.
Importantly, the first term in (1) can be evaluated analytically since it is just the entropy of
the predictive distribution, H[p(Y|D,X)], which is a factorizing K + J dimensional multivariate
Gaussian. In particular,
H[p(Y|D,X)] = 0.5((K + J)B log(2pie) +
K∑
k=1
log |Vok(X)|+
J∑
j=1
log |Vcj(X)|) (5)
where Vok(X) and V
c
j(X) are the covariance matrices of the predictive distribution for each
black-box function (objective or constraint, respectively) given by (2), plus the corresponding
additive Gaussian noise, Iσ2. Moreover, the expectation in (1) can be approximated by a Monte
Carlo average. More precisely, one can generate random samples of the black-box functions
using a random-feature approximation of each GP. See Garrido-Mercha´n & Herna´ndez-Lobato
(2019) for further details. These samples can then be easily optimized to generate a sample from
p(X ?|D). Because the samples of the black-box function are cheap to evaluate, this optimization
process has little cost and can be done using, e.g., a grid of points. In practice, we use a finite
Pareto set approximated by 50 points, as in Garrido-Mercha´n & Herna´ndez-Lobato (2019). A
problem, however, is evaluating the second term that appears in (1). Namely, the entropy of
p(Y|D,X,X ?s ), for a particular sample of X ?, X ?s . Such a distribution is intractable. We use
expectation propagation to approximate its value Minka (2001).
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2.3 Approximating the Conditional Predictive Distribution
Assume both X and X ? have finite size and that X ? is known. Later on, we will show how to
approximate X with a finite size set. Let F and C be a matrix with the actual objective and
constraint values associated to X . Then,
p(Y|D,X,X ?) =
∫
p(Y|X,F,C)p(X ?|F,C)p(F|D)p(C|D)dFdC , (6)
where p(Y|X,F,C) = ∏Bb=1∏Kk=1 δ(ykb − fk(xb))∏Jj=1 δ(yjb − cj(xb)), with ykb the evaluation
corresponding to the k-th objective associated to the batch point xb, y
j
b the evaluation corresponding
to the j-th constraint associated to the batch point xb, δ(·) a Dirac’s delta function and B the
batch size. We have assumed no additive Gaussian noise. In the case of noisy observations, one
simply has to replace the delta functions with Gaussians with the corresponding variance, σ2.
In (40) p(F|D) and p(C|D) denote the posterior predictive distribution for the objectives and
constraints, respectively. Note that we assume independent GPs. Therefore, these distributions
factorize across objectives and constraints. They are Gaussians with parameters given in (2). Last,
in (40) p(X ?|F,C) is an informal probability distribution that takes value different from zero, only
for a valid Pareto set X ?. More precisely, X ? has to satisfy that ∀x? ∈ X ?, ∀x′ ∈ X , cj(x?) ≥ 0,
∀j, and if cj(x′) ≥ 0, ∀j, then ∃k s.t. fk(x?) < fk(x′). Namely, each point of the Pareto set has to
be better than any other feasible point in at least one of the objectives. These conditions can be
summarized as:
p(X ?|F,C) ∝
∏
x?∈X?
([
J∏
j=1
Φj(x
?)
][ ∏
x′∈X
Ω(x′,x?)
])
(7)
where Φj(x
?) = Θ(cj(x
?)), with Θ(·) the Heaviside step function, using the convention that
Θ(0) = 1. Furthermore,
Ω(x′,x?) =
[
J∏
j=1
Θ(cj(x
′))
]
Ψ(x′,x?) +
[
1−
J∏
j=1
Θ(cj(x
′))
]
· 1 , (8)
where Ψ(x′,x?) = 1−∏Kk=1 Θ(fk(x?)− fk(x′)). The goal of ∏Jj=1 Φj(x?) in (41) is to guarantee
that every point in X ? is feasible. Otherwise, p(X ?|F,C) takes value zero. Similarly, Ω(x′,x?)
can be understood as follows:
∏J
j=1 Θ(cj(x
′)) checks that x′ is feasible. If x′ is infeasible, we do
not care and simply multiply everything by 1. Otherwise, x′ has to be dominated by x?. That
is checked by Ψ(x′,x?). This last factor takes value one if x? dominates x′ and zero otherwise.
Summing up, the r.h.s. of (41) takes value 1 only if X ? is a valid Pareto set.
Critically, in (40) all the factors that appear in the r.h.s are Gaussian, except for p(X ?|F,C).
The non-Gaussian factors contained in this distribution are approximated by Gaussians using
expectation propagation (EP) Minka (2001), as in Garrido-Mercha´n & Herna´ndez-Lobato (2019);
Herna´ndez-Lobato et al. (2014); Shah & Ghahramani (2015). Each Φj(x
?) factor is approximated
by a uni-variate Gaussian that need not be normalized. Namely, Φj(x
?) ≈ N˜ (cj(x?|m˜x?j , v˜x
?
j ).
The parameters of this Gaussian are tuned by EP. Similarly, each Ω(x′,x?) is approximated by a
product of K bi-variate Gaussians and J univariate Gaussians that need not be normalized. That
is, Ω(x′,x?) ≈ ∏Kk=1 N˜ (υ|m˜x?,x′k , V˜x?,x′k )∏Jj=1 N˜ (cj(x′)|m˜x′j , v˜x′j )). where υ = (fk(x?), fk(x′))T.
The parameters of these Gaussians are also adjusted by EP. The approximate factors are refined
iteratively until their parameters do not change. This ensures that they look similar to the exact
factors.
In our experiments, and when running EP, we replace the set X in (41) by a finite set given
by {xn}Nn=1
⋃
X
⋃X ?. Namely, the union of all points that have already being evaluated, the
candidate batch X and the current Pareto set X ? that has been sampled from p(X ?|D) when using
a Monte Carlo approximation of the expectation in the r.h.s. of (1). These are the input points we
have so far.
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2.4 PPESMOC’s Acquisition Function
After EP has converged, the conditional predictive distribution in (40) is approximated by replacing
each non-Gaussian factor by the corresponding Gaussian approximation obtained by EP. Because
all factors are then Gaussian, and the Gaussian family is closed under the product operation, their
product can be easily evaluated, resulting in another Gaussian distribution for p(Y|D,X,X ?).
Consider S Monte Carlo samples of X ? to approximate the expectation in the r.h.s. of (1). Let
Vok(X; s)
CPD and Vcj(X; s)
CPD denote the covariance matrices of the Gaussian approximation of
p(Y|D,X,X ?) for each objective k and constraint j, for sample X ?s . The PPESMOC’s acquisition
is simply given by the difference in the entropy before and after conditioning to X ?. Namely,
α(X) =
K∑
k=1
log |Vok(X)|+
J∑
j=1
log |Vck(X)|
− 1
S
S∑
s=1
[
K∑
k=1
log |Vok(X; s)CPD|+
J∑
j=1
log |Vck(X; s)CPD|
]
. (9)
The cost of computing (9), assuming a constant number of iterations of EP until convergence, is
in O((K + J)N3 + (K + J)B3), where N is the number of points observed so far, and B is the
batch size. This cost is a consequence of the GP inference process and having to compute the
determinant of matrices of size B ×B. Importantly, the gradients of (9) w.r.t X can be readily
computed using the fact that, at convergence, the parameters of the approximate factors can be
considered to be fixed Seeger (2006); Shah & Ghahramani (2015). This is key to guarantee that the
acquisition can be optimized using, e.g., quasi-Newton methods (L-BFGS), to find XN+1. In our
implementation we reuse the previous EP solution, which results in a small number of EP iterations
until convergence. The supplementary material has further details about the computation of the
acquisition and its gradients. We implemented PPESMOC in the software for BO Spearmint. The
code is publicly available at http://removed.to.preserve.anonymicity.
We illustrate the PPESMOC’s acquisition function in two scenarios of a 1-dimensional problem
(for the sake of visualization) with batch size B = 2 in Fig. 1 (left) and (right). This problem has
two objectives and two constraints. The observations obtained so far are displayed with a blue cross
(previous evaluated batch). Each axis corresponds to the potential values (in the interval [0, 1])
for each one of the two points in the batch. Fig. 1 displays the contour curves of the acquisition
function. We remark here some of its properties: (i) It is symmetric w.r.t the diagonal, meaning
that the order of the points in the batch does not affect its value. (ii) In the neighborhood of
the observed point the acquisition value is low, meaning that the acquisition favors unexplored
regions. (iii) In the diagonal the acquisition takes lower values, meaning that it favors diversity in
the batch. These are expected properties of a batch BO acquisition function. In these experiments
the number of Monte Carlo samples S is set equal to 10. This is also the number of samples used
for the GP hyper-parameters.
3 Related Work
In this section we review other works from the literature that describe related batch BO methods
and BO methods that can address multi-objective problems with constraints. Nevertheless, to
our knowledge PPESMOC is the only batch BO method for constrained multi-objective problems.
PPESMOC is related to parallel predictive entropy search (PPES) Shah & Ghahramani (2015).
At each iteration, PPES also selects a batch of points maximizing the expected information gain
about the global maximizer of the objective. The computations are also approximated using
expectation propagation (EP). The main difference is that PPES is limited to single-objective and
un-constrained optimization problems, unlike PPESMOC, which can address multiple objectives
and several constraints. This is a non-trivial extension of PPES. In particular, several objectives
and constraints require the use of several GPs, not only one. Furthermore, including constraints and
several objectives leads to more complicated non-Gaussian factors that need to be approximated
using EP. Therefore, the EP update operations of PPESMOC are significantly more complicated
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Figure 1: Acquisition function visualization. Each figure corresponds to a different repetition of the
optimization problem. The batch size is B = 2. The problem is in one dimension. Each axis corresponds
to different values for one of the 2 points in the batch, taking values in the interval [0, 1]. Blue crosses
show already evaluated locations.
than those of PPES. Solving multi-objective problems is also more complicated than solving a
single-objective problem. The solution of the later is the Pareto set, a set of potentially infinite
size.
Other batch BO methods form the literature include local penalization. This is an heuristic that
penalizes the acquisition function in each neighborhood of already selected points Gonza´lez et al.
(2016). The advantage of this method is that it can be used with arbitrary acquisition functions.
A limitation, however, is that it requires to fix the amount of penalization, which depends on the
Lipschitz constant of the objective. Such a constant needs to be estimated from data. Furthermore,
the setting considered in Gonza´lez et al. (2016) only addresses unconstrained single-objective
problems.
Hybrid batch Bayesian optimization dynamically switches, based on the current state, between
sequential and batch evaluation policies with variable batch sizes Azimi et al. (2012). This
strategy uses expected improvement as the acquisition function. However, it can only address
unconstrained single-objective problems. A batch BO approach can also be implemented via a
multi-objective ensemble of multiple acquisition functions Lyu et al. (2018). In each iteration, a
multi-objective optimization of multiple acquisition functions is carried out. A sample of points
from the Pareto set is then selected as the batch of points to evaluate. Even though this strategy
can address multi-objective problems, it cannot deal with constraints in the optimization process.
Other strategies for batch BO that do not address the constrained multi-objective setting include
Desautels et al. (2014); Gupta et al. (2018); Kathuria et al. (2016); Daxberger & Low (2017).
Any sequential BO strategy can be transformed into a batch one by iteratively applying the
sequential strategy B times. To avoid choosing similar points each time, one can simply hallucinate
the results of the already chosen pending evaluations Snoek et al. (2012). For this, the acquisition
function is simply updated from α(x|D) to α(x|D⋃ (xi,hi) ,∀xi ∈ P), where D are the data
collected so far, P is the set of pending evaluations, and hi denotes the hallucinated evaluation
result for the pending evaluation xi. A simple approach is to update the surrogate model after
choosing each batch point by setting hi equal to the mean of the predictive distribution given by
the GPs Desautels et al. (2014). Of course, this strategy, which we refer to as parallel sequential,
has the disadvantage of requiring the optimization of the acquisition B times, and also updating
the GPs using hallucinated observations. This is expected to lead to extra computational cost than
in PPESMOC.
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PPESMOC is a generalization of PESMOC, as described in Garrido-Mercha´n & Herna´ndez-
Lobato (2019). PESMOC is the current state-of-the-art for solving constrained multi-objective BO
problems. Nevertheless, PESMOC is a sequential BO method that can only suggest one point at a
time to be evaluated. It cannot suggest a batch of points as PPESMOC. PESMOC also works
by choosing the next candidate point as the one that is expected to reduce the most the entropy
of the Pareto set in the feasible space. The required computations are also approximated using
expectation propagation algorithm Minka (2001). Notwithstanding, the extension of PPESMOC
over PESMOC is not trivial. In PPESMOC the acquisition function involves extra non-Gaussian
factors (one per each point in the batch) and requires the computation of its gradients. These are
not needed in PESMOC as the dimensionality of the acquisition is smaller, i.e., D vs. B ×D, with
D the dimension of X .
Bayesian Multi-objective optimization (BMOO) is another strategy for constrained multi-
objective BO Fe´liot et al. (2017). BMOO is based on the expected hyper-volume improvement
acquisition function (EHI) in which the expected increase in the hyper-volume of the Pareto
front is computed for each candidate point. The hyper-volume is simply the volume of points in
functional space above the Pareto front (i.e., the function values associated to the Pareto set),
which is maximized by the actual Pareto set. It is hence a natural measure of utility. When
several constraints are introduced in the problem, this criterion boils down to the product of a
modified EHI criterion (where only feasible points are considered) and the probability of feasibility,
as indicated by the probabilistic models, which are also GPs. BMOO is, however, restricted to the
sequential evaluation setting.
4 Experiments
We evaluate the performance of PPESMOC and compare results with two base-lines. Namely, a
strategy that chooses at each iteration a random batch of points at which to evaluate the black-boxes.
We also compare results with two parallel sequential methods (see Section 3) that use the acquisition
function of PESMOC and BMOO, respectively. We refer to these methods as PS PESMOC and
PS BMOO. In each experiment, we report average results and error bars across 100 repetitions.
We measure the logarithm of the relative difference in absolute value of the hyper-volumes of
the recommendation and the problem’s solution. The solution is found via exhaustive search in
synthetic problems. In the real-world experiments we use the best recommendation obtained by any
method. We use a Mate´rn covariance function for the GPs. The GP hyper-parameters are sampled
from the posterior using 10 slice samples, as in Snoek et al. (2012). The predictive distribution and
acquisition functions are averaged over the samples. In PPESMOC, the number of samples S of
X ? is also set to 10, as in Herna´ndez-Lobato et al. (2016); Garrido-Mercha´n & Herna´ndez-Lobato
(2019). In each method, at each iteration, we output a recommendation obtained by optimizing the
GP means. For this, we use a grid of points. Finally, to recommend only feasible solutions with
high probability, we use the same approach as in Garrido-Mercha´n & Herna´ndez-Lobato (2019).
4.1 Synthetic Experiments
We compare the performance of each method when the objectives and the constraints are sampled
from a GP prior. The problem considered has 2 objectives and 2 constraints in a 4-dimensional
input space. We consider a noiseless and a noisy scenario. In this last case, the evaluations are
contaminated with Gaussian noise with variance equal to 0.1. We report results for different
batch sizes. Namely, 4, 8, 10 and 20 points. We allow for 100 evaluations. In the case that the
recommendation produced contains an infeasible point, we simply set the hyper-volume of the
recommendation equal to zero.
The results obtained are displayed in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 for the noiseless and noisy case,
respectively. We observe that PS PESMOC and PPESMOC and better than the other methods.
The random search strategy gives the worst results followed by PS BMOO. The results for the
noise and the noiseless scenario are similar. PS PESMOC seems to have a slight advantage over
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Table 1: Median time in seconds to choose the next batch of points to evaluate.
Method B=4 B=8 B=10 B=20
PPESMOC 356.54±9.28 368.13±3.92 376.01±5.83 357.01± 11.51
PS PESMOC 227.20±2.69 412.4±4.10 519.00±9.58 927.01±35.63
PS BMOO 676.60±22.2 882.57±53.40 805.19±38.07 815.5±76.18
PPESMOC. We hypothesize that this is a consequence of this synthetic scenario in which the
black-boxes have been sampled from the GP. In this case, hallucinated observations in PS PESMOC
are expected to be fairly accurate. When this is not the case, PS PESMOC is expected to perform
worse. PPESMOC also has the disadvantage of not being able to use a grid of points to choose a
good starting position for the optimization of the acquisition function. This is a consequence of
having an input dimensionality bigger in the acquisition. This is notable for B = 10 and B = 20,
where the differences between the two methods are bigger.
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Figure 2: Average results for the synthetic experiments in the noiseless evaluation setting.
The disadvantage of PS PESMOC (and also PS BMOO) is that has a bigger computational
cost with respect to the batch size B than PPESMOC. More precisely, it requires updating the
GP models and optimizing the acquisition B times. PPESMOC is computationally cheaper. We
add empirical evidence for this claim by showing, in Table 1, the median of the time used by each
method to determine the next batch of points to evaluate. PPESMOC has a time that is more
or less independent of the batch size B. By contrast, PS PESMOC as requires, on average, more
and more computation time as the batch size B increases (also true for PS BMOO). We observe
that PS BMOO is significantly slower than the other methods for most of the batch sizes. The
reason for this is that the computation of the acquisition function in BMOO is more expensive
than in PESMOC. In particular, in BMOO an expensive Monte Carlo approximation based on
the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm is carried out to carry out the required computations for the
acquisition function. This algorithm also leads to high variability in the computational time. See
Garrido-Mercha´n & Herna´ndez-Lobato (2019) for further details.
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Figure 3: Average results for the synthetic experiments in the noisy evaluation setting.
4.2 Benchmark Experiments
We carry out extra experiments in which the black-boxes are not sampled from a GP. For this,
we consider 6 classical constrained multi-objective optimization problems Chafekar et al. (2003).
The analytical expression for the objectives and constraints of each optimization problem are
described in the supplementary material. We consider two scenarios. A noiseless scenario and a
noisy scenario, where the black-box evaluations are contaminated with additive Gaussian noise.
The variance of the noise is set to 1% of the range of potential values of the corresponding black-box.
The batch size considered is B = 4. The average results obtained in these experiments, for each
method, are displayed in Fig. 4, for the noisy setting. The results for the noiseless setting (similar
to ones displayed here) are found in the supplementary material. We observe that there is no single
best method for all the problems but, in general, most of the times PPESMOC and PS PESMOC
outperform the other two methods in each scenario, noiseless and noisy. Finally, these two strategies
give similar results in all the problems.
4.3 Real-world Experiments
Following Garrido-Mercha´n & Herna´ndez-Lobato (2019), we evaluate each method on the task
of finding an optimal deep neural network (DNN) on the MNIST dataset (http://yann.lecun.
com/exdb/mnist/). The objectives are the prediction error of the DNN on a validation dataset of
10, 000 instances (extracted from the original training set) and the time that such a DNN will take
for making predictions. These are conflictive objectives in the sense that minimizing the prediction
error will often lead to bigger DNN with a bigger prediction times. We are also interested in
codifying such a DNN into a chip. Thus, we constrain the problem by enforcing that the area of
the resulting DNN, after being codified into a chip, is below 1 mm2. We have carefully chosen
this value to guarantee that the constraint is active at the optimal solution. To measure the chip
area we use the Aladdin simulator, which given a computer program describing the operations of
the DNN, outputs an estimate of the area of a chip implementing those operations Shao et al.
(2014). To train the DNN we use the Keras library. Prediction time is normalized by the smallest
possible prediction time, which corresponds to a DNN of a single layer with 5 hidden units. In
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Figure 4: Average results for the problems BNH, SRN, TNK and OSY, CONSTR and TwoBar Truss.
Noisy setting.
these experiments, infeasible recommendations are eliminated.
The input parameters to be optimized are: The logarithm of the `1 and `2 weight regularizers;
the dropout probability; the logarithm of the initial learning rate; the number of hidden units
per layer; and the number of hidden layers. We have also considered two variables that have an
impact in the hardware implementation of the DNN. Namely, the logarithm (in base 2) of the
array partition factor and the loop unrolling factor. Table 3 shows a summary of the parameters
considered and their range of values. See Shao et al. (2014) for further details.
We report the performance after 50 evaluations using a batch size B = 4. The DNN is trained
using ADAM with the default parameters. The loss function is the cross-entropy. The last layer of
the DNN contains 10 units and a soft-max activation function. All other layers use ReLu as the
activation function. Finally, each DNN is trained during a total of 150 epochs using mini-batches
of size 4, 000.
The average Pareto front obtained by each method is shown in Fig. 5. Table 3 shows the average
hyper-volume of each method. We observe that PS PESMOC outperforms by little PPESMOC.
PS BMOO gives worse results than PPESMOC. The random search strategy is the worst performing
method. This results confirm the utility of PPESMOC as a batch acquisition function, that is
able to obtain similar and even better results than the parallel sequential strategies, PS PESMOC
and PS BMOO, but scales better with respect to the batch size. PPESMOC is also better than a
random search strategy that explores the input space at random. This illustrates the benefits of
BO methods. Fig. 5 also shows that PPESMOC is able to find DNNs that are feasible, and that
11
Table 2: Parameters of the DNN. PE=Prediction error. T=Time. CA=Chip area.
Parameter Min Max Step Black-box
Hidden Layers 1 3 1 PE/T/CA
Neurons per Layer 5 300 1 PE/T/CA
Learning rate e−20 1  PE
Dropout rate 0 0.9  PE
`1 penalty e
−20 1  PE
`2 penalty e
−20 1  PE
Memory partition 1 32 2x CA
Loop unrolling 1 32 2x CA
Table 3: Average hyper-volume in the task of finding an optimal DNN.
PPESMOC PS PESMOC PS BMOO P RANDOM
42.07±0.06 42.45±0.03 41.76±0.05 41.42±0.11
have a good trade-off between the prediction error and the prediction time.
Figure 5: Average Pareto front in the task of finding an optimal neural network.
5 Conclusions
In this paper we have described PPESMOC, the first method to address batch Bayesian optimization
problems with several objectives and constraints. More precisely, PPESMOC suggests, at each
iteration, at batch of points at which the objectives and constraints should be evaluated in parallel.
We have compared the performance of PPESMOC on several optimization problems, including
synthetic, benchmark and real-world problems. Furthermore, we have compared results with
two simple base-lines. Namely, a random exploration strategy and two methods derived from
the literature about sequential Bayesian optimization, PS PESMOC and PS BMOO. We have
observed that PPESMOC performs well in general, giving similar and sometimes better results than
PS PESMOC and PS BMOO. The main advantage is, however, that the PPESMOC scales much
better with respect to the batch size. Unlike PPESMOC, the sequential strategies PS PESMOC
and PS BMOO require repeating an iterative process as many times as the batch size. This
12
process includes hallucinating observations, re-fitting the underlying GP models, and optimizing a
sequential acquisition function. This leads to a prohibitive computational cost for large batch sizes.
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Supplementary Material for Parallel Predictive Entropy Search for Multi-objective
Bayesian Optimization with Constraints
1 Optimization of the PPESMOC acquisition function ap-
proximation
In this section, we will expose the analytical derivations involved in the optimization of the
PPESMOC acquisition function approximation that was introduced in the main manuscript. In
particular, involving the entropies that are contained in this expression. Recall that the expression
of this approximation was given by:
α(X) = H[p(Y|D,X)]− Ep(X?|D)[H[p(Y|D,X,X ?)]], (1)
The first term can be analytically solved as it involves the entropy of the predictive distribution,
H[p(Y|D,X)], which is a factorizing K + J dimensional multivariate Gaussian distribution. We
begin by considering that the entropy of a single multivariate Gaussian distribution is:
H[p(Y|D,x)] = 0.5 log[det(2pie(Σ + σ2I)], (2)
where Σn∗n is its covariance matrix and the term σ2I adds independent noise to every dimension
(hence summing to the diagonal). The previous equation is equivalent to the next expression:
H[p(Y|D,x)] = 0.5 log[(2pie)N det(Σ + σ2I)], (3)
As the entropy factorizes in the distinct objectives K, with covariance matrices Σo and
constraints J with covariance matrices Σc, we can continue with the following set of equalities:
H[p(Y|D,X)] = 0.5
K∑
k=1
log[(2pie)N det(Σko + σ
2I)] + 0.5
J∑
j=1
log[(2pie)N det(Σjc + σ
2I)]
= 0.5(
K∑
k=1
log[(2pie)N det(Σko + σ
2I)] +
J∑
j=1
log[(2pie)N det(Σjc + σ
2I)])
= 0.5(
K∑
k=1
log[(2pie)N ] +
K∑
k=1
log[det(Σko + σ
2I)] +
J∑
j=1
log[(2pie)N ] +
J∑
j=1
log[det(Σjc + σ
2I)])
=
K + J
2
log[(2pie)N ] +
K∑
k=1
0.5 log[det(Σko + σ
2I)] +
J∑
j=1
0.5 log[det(Σjc + σ
2I)]).
(4)
to simplify the notation we have assumed here the same level of noise for each objective and
constraint. Considering different levels of noise is straight-forward.
The PPESMOC acquisition function α(·) has B times more dimensions than the sequential
PESMOC acquisition function, where B is the number of points considered in the batch. Due to
the curse of dimensionality, obtaining an estimate of the maximum of the acquisition function is
not longer feasible by the procedure done in the PESMOC acquisition function, based only on
using a grid and a local search procedure, like the L-BFGS algorithm, approximating the gradients
by differences. Hence, it is necessary to compute the exact gradients of the PPESMOC acquisition
function w.r.t the inputs, X.
Importantly, as explained in the main document, the parameters of the approximate factors
can be considered to be fixed after EP has converged. This simplifies significantly the gradient
computation. Several computations are needed to compute the gradient. First, this gradient is
defined as:
Ok(x,x′) =
[
∂k(x,x′)
∂x
,
∂k(x,x′)
∂x′
]
. (5)
1
So, we have to define both ∂k(x,x
′)
∂x and
∂k(x,x′)
∂x′ . We are going to use the Mate´rn
5
2 covariance
function, which analytical expression corresponds to:
k(x,x′) = (1 +
√
5r +
5
3
r2) exp(−
√
5r), (6)
where r =
√∑L
l=1 |(xlll −
x′l
ll
)2| is a measure of distance between the input points, l is a length
scale vector optimized by the log marginal likelihood and L is the number of dimensions of the
input points x and x′.
We compute the gradient of this expression w.r.t the input points using the chain rule with the
r variable, to make calculus easier:
∂k(x,x′)
∂x
=
∂k(x,x′)
∂r2
∂r2
∂x
. (7)
The previous expression, and its analogous with the x′ point, leads to the following derivatives:
∂k(x,x′)
∂r2
= (
5
6
) exp(−
√
5r)(1 +
√
5r), (8)
∂r2
∂x
=
2(x− x′)
l
, (9)
∂r2
∂x′
= −∂r
2
∂x
. (10)
We compute the covariance matrix at the same time at the computation of the gradients w.r.t
all the points. All the points that are not the test points (i.e., points at which we want to evaluate
the acquisition) , X \X will have zero gradient. We would like to compute the matrix derivatives
∂K
∂xij
where the index i refers to the i-th point xi of the set X and the index j refers to the j-th
dimension of the point xi. As we have a loop over all the test points X that are going to be
computed, all those entries in the gradient matrix that are not the ones of the test point xi have
value zero and the same happens with the dimension j of the point. All the other dimensions have
zero value in the gradient matrix. In other words, if we are computing the derivative w.r.t the
dimension and the point, the other points and dimensions do not contribute to that derivative.
Having computed these derivatives, we now need to compute the derivative of the covariance
matrix of the unconstrained predictive distribution associated to test points. Let that matrix be
M. The elements Mij of this matrix will have different variables. At first, we have different points
that we need to compute their covariance. We have the observations, Xo, the Pareto set points,
X? and the test points, X. We build a block matrix B with the covariance matrices of these sets
of points w.r.t all the sets of points. Every sub-matrix Bij represents the covariance between the
set of points i and the set of points j. We organize these blocks in the following way:
B =
 Boo Bop BotBpo Bpp Bpt
Bto Btp Btt
 ,
where the index o refers to the set of observation points, the index p refers to the Pareto set points
and the index t refers to the set of test points.
We are only interested in the derivative of the block of test points, but the previous matrix
corresponds to the unconditional predictive distribution. The conditional predictive distribution,
i.e., the one that considers that the solution to the optimization problem is known, includes extra
2
non-Gaussian factors that have to be added to the inverse of the matrix B. These are Gaussian
factors computed computed by the EP algorithm. As stated before, for PPESMOC, these factors,
even the ones that do depend on X are refined until convergence.
In order to add these factors to the matrix B we have to compute the inverse of this matrix,
to transform the parameters to their natural form (considering that the predictive distribution is
Gaussian). This is done to facilitate the inclusion of the EP factors. In the natural parameter form,
their natural parameters are simply added Seeger (2006). We are going to define the parameters of
all these factors, for each block Bij , by respective matrices Θij . But first, we need to know how
to compute the inverse of a block matrix. This is done through the general formula for matrix
inversion in block form. This formula only accepts 4 blocks, so we regroup the indices as x for the
union set of the observation set and Pareto set points and y for the test set points and we do the
same for the EP factors. This union creates 4 blocks, grouped in the B matrix as follows:
B =
[
Bxx Bxy
Byx Byy
]
.
The inversion of this B matrix creates a C matrix with the following expression:
C =
[
(Bxx −BxyB−1yy Byx)−1 −B−1xxBxy(Byy −ByxB−1xxBxy)−1
−B−1yy Byx(Bxx −BxyB−1yy Byx)−1 (Byy −ByxB−1xxBxy)−1
]
,
We define Cij as each of the 4 blocks, for simplicity. We are going to define all the EP factors for
each block Cij by respective matrices Θij . We then sum these matrices to obtain the conditional
predictive distribution matrix in natural form:
D =
[
Cxx + Θxx Cxy + Θxy
Cyx + Θyx Cyy + Θyy
]
,
Then, we have to invert again this matrix to get the desired block M, which will be M = Eyy.
The matrix E is computed using again the general formula for matrix inversion in Block Form:
E =
[
(Dxx −DxyD−1yy Dyx)−1 −D−1xxDxy(Dyy −DyxD−1xxDxy)−1
−D−1yy Dyx(Dxx −DxyD−1yy Dyx)−1 (Dyy −DyxD−1xxDxy)−1
]
,
This is the expression of the matrix that we are going to take the derivatives. In particular,
we are interested in computing the derivative of the Dyy block w.r.t the test points. In order to
do so, we have to know which is the expression for Dyy. To extract this expression, we need to
provide an expression for the Bij blocks. They are all the covariance matrices of the predictive
distribution, provided in Rasmussen & Williams (2006), equation 2.26, which is:
cov(f∗) = Kx∗,x∗ −Kx∗,x[Kxx + σ2nI]−1Kxx∗ , (11)
The final matrix can be interpreted as a function over the points E(X). In order to get the gradients
with respect to all the points in the matrix X, we have to use the chain rule of matrix derivatives
Petersen & Pedersen (2012), given by the next expression:
∂E(X)
∂xij
= tr(
∂E(X)
∂Kxx
∂Kxx
∂xij
), (12)
As we have four matrices, Kxx,Kxy,Kyx,Kyy, where the index x represents the union set of the
observation set and Pareto set points and y for the test set points, we will have to extract the other
3 analogous derivatives, ∂E(X)∂Kxy ,
∂E(X)
∂Kyx
and ∂E(X)∂Kyy . The derivatives of the covariances matrices Kxx
w.r.t the points xij are already computed before in this section. Remember that we consider as
points xij the test set of points.
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The final derivative of the conditional predictive distribution is given by the sum of all the
derivatives of the different blocks:
∂E(X)
∂xij
= tr(
∂E(X)
∂Kxx
∂Kxx
∂xij
) + tr(
∂E(X)
∂Kxy
∂Kxy
∂xij
) + tr(
∂E(X)
∂Kyx
∂Kyx
∂xij
) + tr(
∂E(X)
∂Kyy
∂Kyy
∂xij
). (13)
So, what remains to do is to analytically obtain an expression for Eyy in terms of the K matrices
of the test points. Then, we can apply the rules of matrix derivatives to compute the corresponding
gradient. For these derivations, we are assuming that the GP is trained with the observations, so
we declare o for the observations, t for the test set points and p for the points in the Pareto set.
The following matrices are predictive distributions of the GP. The first one, Bxx, is the predictive
distribution of the GP conditioned by the observations set and the Pareto set of points, that we
reference by the index b. The second predictive distribution involves the Pareto set of points plus
observations b and the test set of points t . The third predictive distribution is just given by the
transpose of the second computed matrix. The last predictive distribution conditions the GP in
the test set of points.
Let us define the following blocks:
Bxx = Kbb −Kbo[Koo + σ2nI]−1Kob (14)
Bxy = Kbt −Kbo[Koo + σ2nI]−1Kot (15)
Byx = (Bxy)
t = Ktb −Kto[Koo + σ2nI]−1Kob (16)
Byy = Ktt −Kto[Koo + σ2nI]−1Kot (17)
where Koo are the GP covariances among the observed points, Kbo are the cross covariances among
the Pareto set and observations points and the observed points, and Kto are the cross covariances
among the test points and the observations.
Then, by using the general formula for matrix inversion in Block Form, we know that the C
blocks are given by:
Cxx = (Bxx −BxyB−1yy Byx)−1 (18)
Cxy = −B−1xxBxy(Byy −ByxB−1xxBxy)−1 (19)
Cyx = −B−1yy Byx(Bxx −BxyB−1yy Byx)−1 (20)
Cyy = (Byy −ByxB−1xxBxy)−1 (21)
We add the parameters of the EP factors as matrices to form the D matrices:
Dxx = (Bxx −BxyB−1yy Byx)−1 + Θxx (22)
Dxy = −B−1xxBxy(Byy −ByxB−1xxBxy)−1 + Θxy (23)
Dyx = −B−1yy Byx(Bxx −BxyB−1yy Byx)−1 + Θyx (24)
Dyy = (Byy −ByxB−1xxBxy)−1 + Θyy (25)
We will now build the E matrix by using again the matrix inversion in block form, the equations
for the blocks are:
Exx = (Dxx −DxyD−1yy Dyx)−1 (26)
Exy = −D−1xxDxy(Dyy −DyxD−1xxDxy)−1 (27)
Eyx = −D−1yy Dyx(Dxx −DxyD−1yy Dyx)−1 (28)
Eyy = (Dyy −DyxD−1xxDxy)−1 (29)
We are only interested in Eyy, so we are going to derive its expression in terms of the K
matrices:
Eyy =(Dyy −DyxD−1xxDxy)−1
=(((Byy −ByxB−1xxBxy)−1 + Θyy)− (−B−1yy Byx(Bxx −BxyB−1yy Byx)−1 + Θyx)
((Bxx −BxyB−1yy Byx)−1 + Θxx)−1(−B−1xxBxy(Byy −ByxB−1xxBxy)−1 + Θxy))−1. (30)
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We need to derive the derivative of this last expression with respect to each covariance matrix
K. Note that each Θ will be independent of K and its gradient will be zero. More precisely,
Eyy = (Dyy −DyxD−1xxDxy)−1. (31)
∂Eyy
∂K
= −Eyy(∂(Dyy −DyxD
−1
xxDxy)
∂K
)Eyy. (32)
∂(Dyy −DyxD−1xxDxy)
∂K
=
∂Dyy
∂K
− ∂DyxD
−1
xxDxy
∂K
. (33)
∂DyxD
−1
xxDxy
∂xij
=
∂Dyx
∂K
D−1xxDxy −DyxD−1xx
∂Dxx
∂K
D−1xxDxy + DyxD
−1
xx
∂Dxy
∂K
. (34)
∂Eyy
∂K
= −Eyy(∂Dyy
∂K
− ∂Dyx
∂K
D−1xxDxy + DyxD
−1
xx
∂Dxx
∂K
D−1xxDxy −DyxD−1xx
∂Dxy
∂K
)Eyy. (35)
The resulting derivatives can be computed again using the standard rules for matrix derivatives
Petersen & Pedersen (2012):
∂(Bxx −BxyB−1yy Byx)−1
∂K
= −Cxx(∂Bxx
∂Kij
− ∂Bxy
∂K
B−1yy Byx −Bxy
∂B−1yy
∂K
Byx −BxyB−1yy
∂Byx
∂K
)Cxx =
−Cxx(∂Bxx
∂K
− ∂Bxy
∂K
B−1yy Byx + BxyB
−1
yy
∂Byy
∂K
B−1yy Byx −BxyB−1yy
∂Byx
∂K
)Cxx. (36)
∂(−B−1xxBxy(Byy −ByxB−1xxBxy)−1)
∂K
=
B−1xx
∂Bxx
∂K
B−1xxBxyCyy −B−1xx
∂Bxy
∂K
Cyy −B−1xxBxy
∂(Byy −ByxB−1xxBxy)−1
∂K
. (37)
∂(−B−1yy Byx(Bxx −BxyB−1yy Byx)−1)
∂K
=
B−1yy
∂Byy
∂K
B−1yy ByxCxx −B−1yy
∂Byx
∂K
Cxx −B−1yy Byx
∂(Bxx −BxyB−1yy Byx)−1
∂K
. (38)
∂(Byy −ByxB−1xxBxy)−1
∂K
= −Cyy(∂(Byy
∂K
− ∂Byx
∂K
B−1xxBxy −Byx
∂B−1xx
∂xij
Bxy −ByxB−1xx
∂Bxy
∂K
)Cyy =
−Cyy(∂Byy
∂K
− ∂Byx
∂K
B−1xxBxy + ByxB
−1
xx
∂Bxx
∂K
B−1xxBxy −ByxB−1xx
∂Bxy
∂K
)Cyy. (39)
The final gradients can be obtained by using the chain rule of matrix derivatives Petersen &
Pedersen (2012), and standard properties of the trace (invariance with respect to rotations of the
matrices inside the trace).
2 Expectation Propagation factors computation
Recall from the main manuscript that, in this work, we wish to approximate the Conditional
Predictive Distribution of the set defined by the points X = {{xn}Nn=1 ∪ X ∗ ∪X}. This set is, the
union between the N observation points in the input space {xn}Nn=1, the Pareto set points X ? of
M points and the B candidate points X to be evaluated. The Gaussian Approximation will then
be a multivariate Gaussian Distribution over N +M +B variables. The Conditional Predictive
Distribution is given by the following expression:
p(Y|D,X,X ?) =
∫
p(Y|X,F,C)p(X ?|F,C)p(F|D)p(C|D)dFdC , (40)
5
where
p(X ?|F,C) ∝
∏
x?∈X?
([
J∏
j=1
Φj(x
?)
][ ∏
x′∈X
Ω(x′,x?)
])
, (41)
and:
Ω(x′,x?) =
[
J∏
j=1
Θ(cj(x
′))
]
Ψ(x′,x?) +
[
1−
J∏
j=1
Θ(cj(x
′))
]
· 1 , (42)
ψ(x′,x?) = 1−
K∏
k=1
Θ(fk(x
?)− fk(x′)) , (43)
Φj(x
?) = Θ(cj(x
?)) , (44)
All the non-Gaussian factors (Θ(cj(x
?)),Θ(fk(x
?)−fk(x′)),Θ(cj(x′)),Ω(xq,x?)) are approximated
using the expectation propagation algorithm. In this section, we provide the necessary computations
to approximate these factors. In the noiseless case the Dirac delta functions are substituted by
Gaussians.
In PESMOC the factors that depend and not depend on the candidate point x and those that
depend are treated differently. For the former ones, the EP algorithm is only executed for one
iteration. In PPESMOC, as we have got a batch of points X, and we refine until convergence all
the factors in order to be able to achieve EP convergence and be able to compute the gradient.
We define the sampled Pareto set as X ? = {x?1, ...,x?M} of size M and the set of N observations
in the input space as Xˆ = {x1, ...,xN} with the corresponding batch of observations of the k-th ob-
jective Yk and of the c-th constraint Yj . Then, the process values for each objectives and constraints
at that points observed are defined by Fk = (fk(x
?
1), ..., fk(x
?
M ), fk(x1), . . . , fk(xN ))
T and Cj =
(cj(x
?
1), ..., cj(x
?
M ), cj(x1), . . . , cj(xN ))
T . If we define F = {F1, ...,FK} and C = {C1, ...,CJ}, let
q(F ,C) be the distribution that we want to approximate, p(X ?|F,C)p(F|D)p(C|D) is:
p(F ,C|X ?) ∝
∏
x?∈X?
[ J∏
j=1
Φj(x
?)
][ ∏
x′∈X
Ω(x′,x?)
] p(F|D)p(C|D)dFdC . (45)
This last expression becomes equivalent to the next one using the fact that the posterior distributions
of the GPs factorize as a product of Gaussians:
p(F , c) =
1
Zq
[ K∏
k=1
N (fk | mfkpred,V fkpred)][ J∏
j=1
N (cj | mcjpred,V cjpred)]×
∏
x?∈X?
[ J∏
j=1
Φj(x
?)
][ ∏
x′∈X
Ω(x′,x?)
] , (46)
where mfkpred and V
fk
pred are the mean and covariance matrix of the posterior distributions of fk
given the data in D and mcjpred and V cjpred are the mean and covariance matrix of the posterior
distribution of cj given the data in D. These means and variances are computed according to the
equations 2.22-2.24 in (Rasmussen & Williams, 2006):
mfkpred = K
k
∗
(
Kf + v2fI
)−1
yk ,
V fkpred = K
k
∗,∗ −Kk∗
(
Kk + v2fI
)−1[
Kk∗
]
, (47)
where Kk∗ is an (N + 1)×N matrix with the prior cross-covariances between elements of fk and
fk,1, ..., fk,n and K
k
∗,∗ is an (N + 1) × (N + 1) matrix with the prior covariances between the
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elements of fk and vk is the standard deviation of the additive Gaussian noise in the evaluations
of fk. Following the same reasoning, we have that:
m
cj
pred = K
j
∗
(
Kj + v2j I
)−1
yj ,
V
cj
pred = K
j
∗,∗ −Kj∗
(
Kj + v2j I
)−1[
Kj∗
]
, (48)
where Kj∗ is an (N +M)×N matrix with the prior cross-covariances between elements of cj and
cj,1, ..., cj,n and K
j
∗,∗ is an (N + M) × (N + M) matrix with the prior covariances between the
elements of cj and vj is the standard deviation of the additive Gaussian noise in the evaluations of
cj .
The other non-Gaussian factors presented in Eq.(11), Φj(x
?) and Ω(x′,x?), are the problematic
ones, as they are not Gaussian Distributions. Hence they will be approximated by Gaussians with
EP, as will be described in the next sections.
3 Using Expectation Propagation to Approximate the Con-
ditional Predictive Distribution
This section explains how the EP algorithm approximate the previous product of factors, giving a
product of Gaussian Distributions which we call the Gaussian Approximation to the Conditional
Predictive Distribution, shown in the previous section. As it is a product where different factors are
involved, we have to divide the problem in the approximation of the different factors for Gaussian
Distributions. These are the Φj(x
∗ factors and the Ω(x′,x?) factors, which will be approximated
by one-dimensional and two-dimensional Gaussian Distributions respectively.
The factors Φ(x∗) that represent if a Pareto Set point x∗ is feasible evaluated in a certain
constraint cj(x
∗), are approximated by a one-dimensional un-normalized Gaussian distribution
Φ˜(x∗). This distribution is expressed in exponential family form in the next equation:
Φ(x∗) ≈ Φ˜(x∗) ∝ exp
{
− cj(x
∗)2vˆx
∗
j
2
+ cj(x
∗)mˆx
∗
j
}
, (49)
where vˆx
∗
j and mˆ
x∗
j are natural parameters that are going to be adjusted by EP. The variance
of the Gaussian Distribution, vˆx
∗
j , EP factor in every point, x
∗, for every constraint, cj will be
denoted by eˆj and the mean EP factor by fˆj . That is, the one-dimensional Gaussian Distribution
approximation of Φ(x∗), in every constraint cj computed by EP, Φ˜(x∗) is defined in every point x∗
belonging to X ∗, by its mean fˆj and its variance eˆj . There will be as many Gaussian Distributions
as points multiplied by constants.
The factors Ω(·, ·), that represent if a point xj is not dominated by the other point xi and it is
feasible over all the constraints c(xj), are approximated by a product of J one-dimensional un-
normalized Gaussian Distributions where J are the number of constraints and K two-dimensional
un-normalized Gaussian Distributions where K are the number of objectives. This product of
distributions is expressed by the following equation:
Ω(x′,x∗) ≈ Ω˜(x′,x∗) ∝
K∏
k=1
exp
{
− 1
2
vTk V˜
Ω
k vk + (m˜
Ω
k )
Tvk
}
×
J∏
j=1
exp
{
− cj(x
∗)2v˜Ωj
2
+ cj(x
∗)m˜Ωj
}
, (50)
where vk is defined as the vector (fk(x
′), fk(x∗))T , and V˜k, m˜k, v˜Ωj and m˜
Ω
j are natural parameters
adjusted by EP. As the product represents a product of two-dimensional un-normalized Gaussian
Distributions, V˜k is a 2 × 2 matrix and m˜k is a two-dimensional vector.
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For the set of N observation points in the input space Xˆ and the set of M Pareto Set points
X ∗, we define the variance of the two-dimensional Gaussian Distribution, V˜k, EP factor of an
observation point xi with respect to a Pareto Point xj as Aˆij and the mean EP factor as bˆij . We
denote the variance of the one-dimensional Gaussian Distribution, v˜Ωj , EP factor in every point xj
as aˆcj and the mean EP factor by bˆcj .
For the set of M Pareto Set points X ∗, we define the variance of the two-dimensional Gaussian
Distribution, V˜k, EP factor of a point xi with respect to another Pareto Point xj as Cˆij and the
mean EP factor as dˆij . We denote the variance of the one-dimensional Gaussian Distribution v˜
Ω
j
EP factor in every point xj as cˆcj and the mean EP factor by dˆcj .
That is, the approximation Ω˜(x′,x∗) computed by EP consisting of a product of one-dimensional
Gaussian Distributions and two-dimensional Gaussian distributions of the distribution Ω(x′,x∗),
is defined in the set of points Xˆ and X ∗ by a product of one-dimensional Gaussian Distributions
with mean bˆcj and variance aˆcj and a product of two-dimensional Gaussian Distributions with
variance Aˆij and mean bˆij . The approximation for the set of points X ∗ is defined by a product
of one-dimensional Gaussian Distributions with mean dˆcj and variance cˆcj and a product of
two-dimensional Gaussian Distributions with variance Cˆij and mean dˆij .
In the next section, the computations of the Gaussian factor approximations Φ˜(·) and Ω˜(·, ·)
defined by the EP factors Aˆij , bˆij , Cˆij , dˆij , eˆj , fˆj , aˆcj , bˆcj , cˆcj and dˆcj , required by EP, are
explained in detail, following the algorithm described in Section 1 of the Supplementary Material.
4 The EP Approximation to the Φ(·) and Ω(·, ·) factors
The EP algorithm updates each of the approximate factors presented in the previous section
until convergence. The following sections will describe the necessary operations needed for the
EP algorithm to update each of the factors. It the following subsection, it is assumed that we
have already obtained the mean and variances of each of the K and J conditional predictive
distributions, which will be explained in detail in section 4.3.
4.1 EP update operations for the Φ(·) factors
As it was explained in section 3, for the M Pareto Set points defined by the set X ∗, in every
point xi ∈ X ∗, the EP algorithm will generate J approximations for the Φ(xj) factors for every
constraint cj that will be defined by its mean fˆ
x
j and its variance eˆ
x
j . Computations are done for
all the points xi ∈ X ∗. The operations for these factors are described as follows.
4.1.1 Computation of the Cavity Distribution
The first step performed by the EP algorithm is the computation of the Cavity Distribution q˜\n(x).
In order to make the computations easier, we first obtain the natural parameters of the Gaussian
Distributions for all the M Pareto Set points by using the equations:
mˆj =
ξj
diag(Ξj)
,
vˆj =
1
diag(Ξj)
. (51)
Where Ξj is a vector of the variances of the M points for the constraint cj and Ξ is the matrix of
all the variances of all M and N points which construction will be explained in detail in section
4.3. The term diag holds for the diagonal of Ξ as we are only interested in the variance of the M
points and not the variance of these points with the N points for the factor Φ(·). In the same way,
ξj , is the vector of means for the constraint cj and ξ contains all the means of all the points for
every constraint in c. mˆj and vˆj hold the mean and variance natural parameters corresponding
for all the points in the set X ∗.
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Once we have obtain the natural parameters mˆj and vˆj , we obtain the cavity distribution.
As we are dealing with natural parameters, it is not necessary to use the formula for the ratio of
Gaussian Distributions, the cavity distribution defined by mean mˆ\j and variance vˆ\j will simply
be obtained by the subtraction of the natural parameters between the approximated distribution
defined by parameters mˆj and vˆj (which is equivalent to the product of all the factors for all the
constraints) and the factor eˆj and fˆj corresponding to the constraint cj that we want to update:
vˆ
\j
nat = vˆj − eˆj ,
mˆ
\j
nat = mˆj − fˆj . (52)
Once the subtraction is done, we transform the natural parameters of the cavity distribution into
Gaussian parameters again by using the formula that converts natural to Gaussian parameters.
vˆ\j =
1
vˆ
\j
nat
,
mˆ\j = mˆnatvˆ\j . (53)
The variances vˆ\j need to be positive for the following operations.
4.1.2 Computation of the Partial Derivatives of the Normalization Constant
Once the cavities vˆ\j and mˆ\j have been computed, the EP need to compute the quantities
required for the update of the factors eˆj and fˆj in order to minimize the KL divergence between
Φ(·) and the approximation distribution. These quantities are the first and second moments of the
distribution that we want to approximate. These are given by the log of the partial derivatives of
Zj , the constant that normalizes the distribution that we want to approximate, in this case, Φˆ(·).
Zj =
∫
Φˆ(x∗) dcj . (54)
As Φ(x∗) is approximated by a Gaussian Distribution Φˆ(x∗) with mean mˆ\j and variance vˆ\j ,
the normalization constant Zj can be computed in closed form and its given by the cumulative
distribution function ,Φ(·), of this Gaussian Distribution:
Zj = Φ
(
mˆ\j√
vˆ\j
)
. (55)
Let α = mˆ
\j√
vˆ\j
, then log(Zj) = log(Φ(α)). For numerical robustness, if a, b ∈ R, we apply the rule
a
b = exp (log(a)− log(b)). Using these expressions, the log-derivatives are computed as follows:
∂ log(Zj)
∂mˆ\j
=
exp{log(N(α))− log(Zj)}√
vˆ\j
,
∂ log(Zj)
∂vˆ\j
= −exp{log(N(α))− log(Zj)}α
2vˆ\j
. (56)
Where N(·) represent the Gaussian probability density function. These expressions are valid for
computing the first and second moments, but they do not present numerical robustness in all
experiments. Since the lack of robustness of
∂ log(Zj)
∂vˆ\j , we use the formula given by the Appendix A
of the work by Opper Opper & Archambeau (2009), and use the second partial derivative
∂2 log(Zj)
∂[mˆ\j ]2
rather than
∂ log(Zj)
∂vˆ\j . This derivative is given by the following expression:
∂2 log(Zj)
∂[mˆ\j ]2
= − exp{log(N(α))− log(Zj)}α exp{log(N(α))− log(Zj)}
vˆ\j
. (57)
Given these derivatives, in the next section it will be explained how to obtain the individual
approximate factors eˆj and fˆj .
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4.2 EP update operations for the Ω(·, ·) factors
Recalling section 3, for the M Pareto Set points defined by the set X ∗ and the N input space
observation points defined by the set Xˆ , for every pair of points xi ∈ Xˆ and xj ∈ X ∗, the EP will
generate K two-dimensional Gaussian approximations for every objective fk that will be defined
for the pair observation and Pareto set point by factors defined by mean bˆij and variance Aˆij and
for the pair of Pareto set points by factors defined by mean dˆij and variance Cˆij . It will also define
J one-dimensional Gaussian approximations for every constraint cj that will be defined for the
pair observation and Pareto set point by factors defined by mean bˆcj and variance aˆcj and for the
pair of Pareto set points by factors defined by mean dˆcj and variance cˆcj . Computations are done
for all the pairs of points from the sets X ∗ and Xˆ . The necessary operations for computing these
factors are described in the following sections.
4.2.1 Computation of the Cavity Distribution
For the factors aˆcj , bˆcj , cˆcj and dˆcj that approximate the J one-dimensional Gaussian approxi-
mations for every constraint cj , the operations needed to extract the cavity distribution from the
approximate distribution are the same ones as the ones described in Section 4.1.1. These operations
are done for the observation points in Xˆ for the factors aˆcj , bˆcj and for the Pareto Set points in
X ∗ for the factors cˆcj and dˆcj . That is, obtaining the natural parameters of Ξj as in Eq. (16),
subtracting the natural parameters of the factor that is approximated, Eq. (17), and obtaining the
Gaussian parameters of the cavity that we define for a point xi, m
\bj
ij and v
\aj
ij , as shown in Eq.
(18).
Obtaining the cavity distribution for the factors Aˆij , bˆij , Cˆij and dˆij that approximate the K
two-dimensional Gaussian approximations for every objective fk follow different expressions as in
this case the Gaussian Distributions are bivariate for every pair of points considered.
In the first case, for the case of approximating a distribution that consider a point xi belonging
to the observations set Xˆ and a point xj from the Pareto set X ∗, that is, the factors Aˆij and bˆij ,
it is necessary to obtain, for every objective k and each of the pair of points mentioned, the natural
parameters mkij(nat) and V
k
ij
−1
of the Gaussian Process that models each of the K objectives f(·)j .
These natural parameters are obtained by the following expressions:
mkij(nat) = V
k
ij
−1
mkij ,
V kij
−1
= (V kij )
−1 , (58)
where V kij is a 2x2 matrix that represent in the points xi and xj the variance of the Gaussian
approximation of the objective k and mkij is a vector that represent in the points xi and xj the
mean of the Gaussian approximation of the objective k.
As in the constraints case, we now extract the cavity distribution that we define by the natural
parameters m
\b
ijk(nat) and V
\A
ijk(nat), by subtracting to the computed natural parameters m
k
ij(nat)
and V kij
−1
, computed in the previous step, the factors that we want to update bkij and A
k
ij . That
is:
m
\b
ijk(nat) = m
k
ij(nat) − bkij ,
V
\A
ijk(nat) = V
k
ij
−1 −Akij . (59)
For the bivariate Gaussian distribution, the step of obtaining the Gaussian parameters from the
natural parameters is defined by the following expressions:
m
\b
ijk = V
\A
ijk mijk(nat) ,
V
\A
ijk = (V
\A
ijk(nat))
−1 , (60)
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where V
\A
ijk is a 2x2 matrix with the variances of each of the points and the correlation between each
of them and m
\b
ijk is a two position vector that represent the means. In the case of the factors Cˆij
and dˆij that consider two Pareto Set points, the operations for extracting the cavity distribution
are the same ones as in the previous case.
4.2.2 Computation of the Partial Derivatives of the Normalization Constant
In this section, the operations needed to compute the partial derivatives for all the Aˆij , bˆij , Cˆij ,
dˆij , aˆcj , bˆcj , cˆcj and dˆcj are described. These derivatives need previous computations in order to
compute the normalization constant ZΩ of the factor Ω(·, ·) that we want to approximate. These
computations are given by the following expressions, all of which depend upon terms computed in
the previous section. The shown computations are the result of applying rules in order to be robust
such as a/b = exp{log(a)− log(b)} and ab = exp{log(a) + log(b)}.These operations are equivalent
for the two points cases, but here, the necessary operations for computing the normalization
constant ZΩ are described for the case of the factors Aˆij , bˆij , aˆcj and bˆcj :
sk = V
\A
ijk[0,0] + V
\A
ijk[1,1] − 2V \Aijk[0,1] , (61)
αk =
m
\b
ijk[0] −m\bijk[1]√
sk
, (62)
βj =
m
\bj
ij√
v
\aj
ij
, (63)
φ = Φ(α) , (64)
(65)
where Φ(·) represents the c.d.f of a Gaussian distribution,
γ = Φ(β) , (66)
ζ = 1− exp{
K∑
k=1
log(φk)} , (67)
log(η) =
J∑
j=1
log(γj) + log(ζ) , (68)
λ = 1− exp{
J∑
j=1
log(γj)} , (69)
τ = max(log(η), log(λ)) , (70)
log(ZΩ) = log(exp{log(η)− τ}+ exp{log(λ)− τ}) + τ . (71)
Having computed these terms, the log partial derivatives for the update of the factors that
collaborate to the approximation of the objective variances Aˆij and the objective means bˆij are
given by the expressions:
ρk = − exp{log(N (αk))} − log(ZΩ) +
K∑
k=1
{log(Φ(αk))} − log(Φ(αk)) +
J∑
j=1
{log(Φ(βj))} , (72)
∂ log(ZΩ)
∂m
\b
ijk
=
ρk√
sk
[
1,−1] ,
∂ log(ZΩ)
∂V
\A
ijk
= −ρkαk
2sk
[[1,−1], [−1, 1]] . (73)
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Derivatives are computed for the two position vector mean and the 2x2 variance matrix, so they
have the same structure, given by the [1, -1] and [[1, -1],[-1, 1]] expressions. The change in the sign
appears due to the fact that the expression changes, whether it is the derivative of the mean of the
observation point or the Pareto Set point or the derivative of the variance of one point or their
correlation.
Alas, the derivative of the variance presents the same lack of robustness as in the constraint
case shown in section 4.1.2. In order to ensure numerical robustness, we use the second partial
derivative of the mean of the normalization constant instead of the first partial derivative of the
variance for the further computation of the second moment. That is,
∂2 log(ZΩ)
∂
[
m
\b
ijk
]2 = −ρksk (αk + ρk)[[1,−1], [−1, 1]] . (74)
For the log partial derivatives for the update of the factors that collaborate to the approximation
of the constraint variances aˆcj and the constraint means bˆcj , let ωj be defined as:
ωj = exp{log(N (βj))} − log(ZΩ) + log(ζ) +
J∑
j=1
(log(Φ(βj)))− log(Φ(βj))− exp{log(N (βj))} ,
− log(ZΩ) +
J∑
j=1
(log(Φ(βj)))− log(Φ(βj)) . (75)
Then, the robust log partial derivatives for the first and the second moments are given by the
expressions:
∂ log(ZΩ)
∂m
\bj
ij
=
ωj√
sj
,
∂2 log(ZΩ)
∂[m
\bj
ij ]
2
= −ωj
sj
(βj + ωj) . (76)
The expressions for the log partial derivatives of Cˆij , dˆij , cˆcj and dˆcj are similar to the presented
expressions in this section, but taking into account pairs of points belonging to the set X ∗.
4.2.3 Computation of the First and Second Moments for the Updates
Giving the expressions computed in the previous section, the first and second moments of the
different Gaussian Distributions that approximate the factor Ω(·, ·) can now be computed.
The expressions for computing the factors Aˆij , bˆij , Cˆij , dˆij for each of the K objectives and
the factors aˆcj , bˆcj , cˆcj and dˆcj for each of the J constraints are the following ones:
Aˆkij =
∂2 log(ZΩ)
∂
[
m
\b
ijk
]2 ((V \Aijk ∂2 log(ZΩ)
∂
[
m
\b
ijk
]2 )−1[[1, 0], [0, 1]]) , (77)
bˆkij = ((
∂ log(ZΩ)
∂m
\b
ijk
−m\bijk)
∂2 log(ZΩ)
∂
[
m
\b
ijk
]2 ) ((V \Aijk ∂2 log(ZΩ)
∂
[
m
\b
ijk
]2 )−1 + [[1, 0], [0, 1]]) , (78)
Cˆkij =
∂2 log(ZΩ)
∂
[
m
\b
ijk
]2 ((V \Aijk ∂2 log(ZΩ)
∂
[
m
\b
ijk
]2 )−1[[1, 0], [0, 1]]) , (79)
dˆkij = ((
∂ log(ZΩ)
∂m
\b
ijk
−m\bijk)
∂2 log(ZΩ)
∂
[
m
\b
ijk
]2 ) ((V \Aijk ∂2 log(ZΩ)
∂
[
m
\b
ijk
]2 )−1 + [[1, 0], [0, 1]]) , (80)
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for the the rest of the factors, suppose that the index h refers to the points of the Pareto Set X ∗:
aˆcjh = −
∂2 log(ZΩ)
∂[m
\bj
ic ]
2
1 + ∂
2 log(ZΩ)
∂[m
\bj
ic ]
2
v
\aj
ic
, (81)
bˆc
j
h =
∂ log(ZΩ)
∂m
\bj
ic
−m\bjic ∂
2 log(ZΩ)
∂[m
\bj
ic ]
2
1 + ∂
2 log(ZΩ)
∂[m
\bj
ic ]
2
v
\aj
ic
, (82)
cˆcjh = −
∂2 log(ZΩ)
∂[m
\bj
ic ]
2
1 + ∂
2 log(ZΩ)
∂[m
\bj
ic ]
2
v
\aj
ic
, (83)
dˆc
j
h =
∂ log(ZΩ)
∂m
\bj
ic
−m\bjic ∂
2 log(ZΩ)
∂[m
\bj
ic ]
2
1 + ∂
2 log(ZΩ)
∂[m
\bj
ic ]
2
v
\aj
ic
. (84)
All these factors are then used to rebuild the means and the variances of the Gaussian Processes that
model the K objectives and C constraints of a constrained multi-objective optimization problem,
as will be shown in the following section. That is, C one-dimensional Gaussian Distributions for the
constraint models and C one-dimensional Gaussian Distributions and K two-dimensional Gaussian
Distributions for the objective models in each of the points in X = {X ∗ ∪ Xˆ ∪ x}.
4.3 Reconstruction of the Conditional Predictive Distribution
In this section, we illustrate the way of obtaining a Conditional Predictive Distribution for every
objective fk and every constraint cj , given a sampled Pareto Set X ∗ = {x∗1, ...,x∗M} of size M
and a set of N input locations Xˆ = {x1, ...,xN} with corresponding observations of the k-th
objective yk and of the j-th constraint yj . For the following, it is assumed that we are given the
EP approximate factors Φ(·) and Ω(·, ·), as an input for the next operations, which computation is
explained in the previous section.
Recalling Eqs. 7, 8 and 9 of section 2, we want to obtain the J Conditional Predictive
Distributions in the products of constraints and the K Conditional Predictive Distributions of the
Gaussian Processes that model the objectives. The products presented in these factors are not a
problem, due to the fact that the Gaussian Distributions are closed under the product operation,
that is, the product of Gaussian Distributions is another Gaussian Distribution. These Conditional
Predictive Distributions of the objectives and constraints are then used in Eq.(11) to build the
final approximation.
Following the notation of section 4.1.1, let ξj and Ξj be the mean vector and variance matrix
of the one-dimensional Gaussian Distributions of the M +N points that generate the Gaussian
Processes that model the constraints and let mk and Vk be the mean vector and variance matrix
of the two-dimensional Gaussian Distributions of the M +N points that generate the Gaussian
Processes that model the objectives. In order to update the constraint and objective distribution
marginals, it is necessary to first follow the operations given by the equations 14 and 22, to
obtain the natural parameters from the means and variances. Intuitively, as they are all natural
parameters, these will be just sums taking into account that the matrices are formed first by the
Pareto Set Points ,M , and then by the observations N . Univariate factors are added to the diagonal
of these matrices, as they are not correlated with other points. Once the natural parameters are
computed, the new means ξj , mk and variances Ξj , Vk marginals are updated from the EP factors
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Aˆij , bˆij , Cˆij , dˆij , eˆj , fˆj , aˆcj , bˆcj , cˆcj and dˆcj by the following expressions:
Ξjii = Ξ
j
ii(old) +
M∑
m=1
cˆcjmi + eˆ
j
i for i = 1, ...,M ,
Ξcii = Ξ
j
ii(old) +
M∑
m=1
aˆcjmi for i = M + 1, ..., N +M ,
ξci = ξ
j
i(old) +
M∑
m=1
dˆc
j
mi + fˆ
j
i for i = 1, ...,M ,
ξci = ξ
j
i(old) +
M∑
m=1
bˆc
j
mi for i = M + 1, ..., N +M ,
V kii = V
k
ii(old) +
N∑
j=M+1
Aˆkji[1,1] +
M∑
j=1
Cˆkij[0,0] +
M∑
j=1
Cˆkji[1,1] for i = 1, ...,M ,
V kii = V
k
ii(old) +
M∑
j=1
Aˆkij[0,0] for i = M + 1, ..., N +M ,
V kij = V
k
ij(old) +C
k
ij[0,1] +C
k
ij[1,0]
T
for i = 1, ...,M, and for j = 1, ...,M ,
V kij = V
k
ij(old) +A
k
ij[0,1] for i = M + 1, ..., N, and for j = 1, ...,M ,
V kij = V
k
ij(old) +A
k
ij[0,1]
T
for i = 1, ...,M, and for j = M + 1, ..., N ,
mki = m
k
i(old) +
N+M∑
j=M+1
bˆkji[1] +
M∑
j=1
dˆkij[0] +
M∑
j=1
dˆkji[1] for i = 1, ...,M ,
mki = m
k
i(old) +
M∑
j=1
bˆkij[0] for i = M + 1, ..., N +M .
(85)
These natural parameters are then converted into Gaussian ones using the equations and 16 and 24.
Once these operations are done the Gaussian Processes that model the objectives and constraints
are updated from a full EP iteration.
4.4 The Conditional Predictive Distribution at a New Batch
After running EP until convergence one simply has to compute the covariance matrix of the
posterior distribution for the process values of each objective and constraint at the candidate points
X. This implies computing the covariance matrix that results from the EP approximation to (46).
For this, one only has to replace the non-Gaussian factors with the corresponding approximation.
The covariance matrices that are needed can be obtained using the fact that the Gaussian family
is closed under the product operation. See Eq. (30).
4.5 Initialization and convergence of EP
When the EP algorithm computes the Φ(·) and Ω(·, ·) factors, it requires to set an initial value to
all the factors that generates the Gaussians that approximate the Φ(·) and Ω(·, ·) factors. These
factors, Aˆij , bˆij , Cˆij , dˆij , eˆj , fˆj , aˆcj , bˆcj , cˆcj and dˆcj are all set to be zero. The convergence
criterion for stopping the EP algorithm updating the parameters is that the absolute change in all
the cited parameters should be below 10−4. Other criteria may be used.
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4.6 Parallel EP Updates and Damping
The updates of every approximate factor Aˆij , bˆij , Cˆij , dˆij , eˆj , fˆj , aˆcj , bˆcj , cˆcj and dˆcj are executed
in parallel as it is described in the work by Gerven M. V. Gerven & Oostenveld (2009). The cavity
distribution for each of the factors is computed and then the factors are updated afterwards. Once
these operations are done the EP approximation is recomputed as it is described in the section 4.3.
In order to improve the convergence behavior of EP we use the damping technique described
in Minka & Lafferty Minka & Lafferty (2002). We use this technique for all the approximate
factors. Damping simply reduces the quantity that the factor changes in every update as a linear
combination between the old parameters and the new parameters. That is, if we define the old
parameters of the factor to be updated as uold, the new parameters as unew and the updated factor
as u, then the update expression is:
u = θunew + (1− θ)uold . (86)
Where θ is the damping factor whose initial value is set to be 0.5, this factor controls the amount
of damping, if this value is set to be one then no damping is employed. This factor is multiplied by
0.99 at each iteration, reducing the amount of change in the approximate factors in every iteration
of the Bayesian Optimization. An issue that happens during the optimization process is that some
covariance matrices become non positive definite due to a high large step size, that is, a high value
of θ. If this happens in any iteration, an inner loop executes again the update operation with
θnew = θold / 2 and the iteration is repeated. This inner loop is performed until the covariance
matrices become non positive definite.
5 Additional empirical results
In this section, we include additional information about the experiments described on the main
manuscript and their results. We first introduce a section that adds more results of the synthetic
experiments followed by section adding more insight on the benchmark and real experiments.
5.1 Synthetic Experiments
In this section, we include the results of additional synthetic experiments where the function that is
optimized is sampled from a GP prior. These results are shown in Figures 1. For each experiment,
we report results after each evaluation of the black-box functions.
5.2 Benchmark Experiments
We include tables with the analytical expressions of the benchmark of functions used for the
benchmark experiments.
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Synthetic Experiments. 4−dimensional. Batch size = 8. Noisy
Figure 1: Logarithm of the relative difference between the hyper-volume of the recommendation obtained
by each method and the hyper-volume of the actual solution. We report results after each evaluation of
the black-box functions. Two objectives and two constraints. Noiseless evaluation scenario.
Table 1: Summary of BNH, SRN, TNK and OSY problems used in the benchmark experiments.
Benchmark Experiments
Problem Name Input Space Objectives fk(x) and Constraints cj(x)
BNH
x1 ∈ [0, 5]
x2 ∈ [0, 3]
f1(x) = 4x
2
1 + 4x
2
2
f2(x) = (x1 − 5)2 + (x2 − 5)2
c1(x) ≡ (x1 − 5)2 + x22 ≤ 25
c2(x) ≡ (x1 − 8)2 + (x2 + 3)2 ≥ 7.7
SRN
x1 ∈ [−20, 20]
x2 ∈ [−20, 20]
f1(x) = 2 + (x1 − 2)2 + (x2 − 2)2
f2(x) = 9x1 − (x2 − 1)2
c1(x) ≡ x21 + x22 ≤ 225
c2(x) ≡ x1 − 3x2 + 10 ≤ 0
TNK
x1 ∈ [0, pi]
x2 ∈ [0, pi]
f1(x) = x1
f2(x) = x2
c1(x) ≡ x21 + x22 − 1− 0.1cos(16arctanx1x2 ) ≥ 0
c2(x) ≡ (x1 − 0.5)2 + (x2 − 0.5)2 ≤ 0.5
OSY
x1 ∈ [0, 10]
x2 ∈ [0, 10]
x3 ∈ [1, 5]
x4 ∈ [0, 6]
x5 ∈ [1, 5]
x6 ∈ [0, 10]
f1(x) = −[25(x1 − 2)2 + (x2 − 2)2 + (x3 − 1)2
+(x4 − 4)2 + (x5 − 1)2
f2(x) = x
2
1 + x
2
2 + x
2
3 + x
2
4 + x
2
5 + x
2
6
c1(x) ≡ x1 + x2 − 2 ≥ 0
c2(x) ≡ 6− x1 − x2 ≥ 0
c3(x) ≡ 2− x2 + x1 ≥ 0
c4(x) ≡ 2− x1 + 3x2 ≥ 0
c5(x) ≡ 4− (x3 − 3)2 − x4 ≥ 0
c6(x) ≡ (x5 − 3)2 + x6 − 4 ≥ 0
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Table 2: Summary of CONSTR, Two-bar Truss and Welded Beam problems used in the benchmark
experiments.
Benchmark Experiments
Problem Name Input Space Objectives fk(x) and Constraints cj(x)
CONSTR
x1 ∈ [0.1, 10]
x2 ∈ [0, 5]
f1(x) = x1
f2(x) =
(1+x2)
x1
c1(x) ≡ x2 + 9x1 ≥ 6
c2(x) ≡ −x2 + 9x1 ≥ 1
Two-bar
Truss
Design
x1 ∈ [0, 0.01]
x2 ∈ [0, 0.01]
x3 ∈ [1, 3]
f1(x) = x1
√
16 + x23 + x2
√
1 + x23
f2(x) = max(
20
√
16+x3
x1x3
,
80
√
1+x23
x2x3
)
c1(x) ≡ max( 20
√
16+x3
x1x3
,
80
√
1+x23
x2x3
) ≤ 105
Welded
Beam
Design
h ∈ [0.125, 5]
b ∈ [0.125, 5]
l ∈ [0.1, 10]
t ∈ [0.1, 10]
f1(x) = 1.10471h
2l + 0.04811tb(14 + l)
f2(x) =
2.1952
t3b
c1(x) ≡ 13600− τ(x) ≥ 0
c2(x) ≡ 30000− 504000t2b ≥ 0
c3(x) ≡ b− h ≥ 0
c4(x) ≡ 64746.022(1− 0.0282346t)tb3 − 6000 ≥ 0
τ(x) =
√
γ(x)2 + (x)2 + lγ(x)(x)√
0.25(l2+(h+t)2)
γ(x) = 6000√
2hl
(x) =
6000(14+0.5l)
√
0.25(l2+(h+t)2)
2
√
2hl( l
2
12+0.25(h+t)2
)
We include here the results of the benchmark functions when the functions are corrupted by
noise. These results are shown in Figure 2. We do also put an additional experiment that did not
appear in the main manuscript shown in Figure 3.
5.3 Real Experiments
A summary of the parameters considered in the experiment of the hyper-parameter tuning of the
deep neural network, their potential values, and their impact in each black-box function (prediction
error, time and chip area) is displayed in Table 3.
Table 3: Parameter space of the deep neural network experiments. PE = Prediction error. T =
Time. CA = Chip area.
Parameter Min Max Step Black-box
Hidden Layers 1 3 1 PE/T/CA
Neurons per Layer 5 300 1 PE/T/CA
Learning rate e−20 1  PE
Dropout rate 0 0.9  PE
`1 penalty e
−20 1  PE
`2 penalty e
−20 1  PE
Memory partition 1 32 2x CA
Loop unrolling 1 32 2x CA
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OSY. Noisy. Batch size = 4.
Figure 2: Logarithm of the relative difference between the hyper-volume of the recommendation obtained
by each method and the hyper-volume of the actual solution. We report results after each evaluation of
the black-box functions. Benchmark functions corrupted by noise.
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WeldedBeam. Noiseless. Batch size = 4.
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Figure 3: Logarithm of the relative difference between the hyper-volume of the recommendation obtained
by each method and the hyper-volume of the actual solution. We report results after each evaluation of
the black-box functions. Welded Beam benchmark function.
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